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Abstract 
In this paper we introduce the convolution theorem for the linear canonical trans-
form (LeT). Based on the properties of convolution theorem for the Fourier transform 
we explicitly show some important properties of the relationship between the LeT and 
convolution. We provide an alternative form of the correlation theorem for the LeT. We 
finally establish a theorem which describes the relationship between the LeT and the 
correlation. 
Keywords: linear canonical transform, convolution, correlation 
1 Introduction 
The linear canonical transform (LeT) [1,6, 7, 8] is a linear integral transform with three free 
parameters which has found many applications in several areas, including signal processing 
and optics. It can be regarded as generalization of many transforms such us the Fourier 
transform, Laplace transform, the fractional Fourier transform, the Fresnel transform and 
the other transforms. Many properties of this transform are already known, including shift, 
modulation, and uncertainty principle [11, 13, 14]. The most fundamental and important 
properties of the LeT are convolution and correlation. They are mathematical operations with 
several applications in pure and applied mathematics such as numerical analysis, numerical 
linear algebra and the design and implementation of finite impulse response filters in signal 
processing. However, there are still some problems concerning the convolution and correlation 
for the LCT. Although [7, 10] discussed the formulas for convolution and correlation for the 
LeT, there is no widely accepted closed-form expression. 
In this paper, we consider the alternative form of the correlation theorem for the LeT and 
establish properties of relationship between convolution and correlation theorems for the LeT, 
which have not been established in [2, 3, 10]. We find that some properties of convolution 
theorem for the FT are still valid for the leT, with some modification. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the preliminaries about the 
convolution and correlation for the FT and their properties. The basic properties of the LCT 
are presented in Section 3. The definition of the convolution of the LeT is introduced and 
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its important properties are also investigated in Section 4. The construction of correlation 
theorem of the LCT is presented in Section 5. 
2 Some Properties of Convolution dan Correlation for FT 
In this paper, we will deal with complex-valued function. Let us review the definition of the 
FT and collect some properties of relationship among convolution, correlation and the FT. 
For a complex-valued function f defined on the real line JR, the complex conjugate function 
J of f is given by 
J(x) = f(x), x E JR. (1) 
Definition 2.1 (Fourier Transform). Let f E L1(JR). The Fourier transform of f is defined 
by 
~ 1 100 . 
.1'{f}(w) = f(w) = fi>= f(x)e-'tWxdx. 
v 27l' -00 
(2) 
In the following, we introduce the fundamental operators and their basic properties, which 
will be used in the next section. Let f E Ll(JR) and Wo E lR. Denoted by rk/(x) = f(x - k), 
the shift by k E JR of f and by Mwof(x) = eiwox f(x), the modulation by Wo of f. 
a. Linearity: 
.1'{af + ,Bg}(w) = a.1'{J}(w) + ,B.1'{J}(w), a,,B E C. (3) 
b. Shift: 
(4) 
c. Modulation: 
.1'{Mwof}(w) = F{f}(w - wo). (5) 
d. Time-frequency shift: 
(6) 
Theorem 2.1 (Inversion Formula). Suppose that f E L1(JR) and .1'{J} E L1(JR), the inverse 
FT of f is given by 
.1'-1 [.1'{J}](x) = ~ 100 j(w)eiwxdw. 
v 27l' -00 
(7) 
Two closely-related operations that are very important in the theory of linear time-
invariant (LTI) systems are convolution and correlation. Let us introduce the definition of 
the convolution of two complex functions. 
Definition 2.2 (Convolution). For f, 9 E L1(JR) the convolution f * 9 of f and 9 is defined 
by 
(f * g)(x) = i: f(t)g(x - t) dt. (8) 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that f,g E £1 (lR). Then the FT of convolution of two complex 
functions is given by 
.1'{f * g}(w) = V21r.1'(w).1'{g}(w). (9) 
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Let us collect useful properties of relationship between the convolution theorem and the 
FT. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that f, 9 E L1 (JR). Then the FT of Td * 9 and f * Tkg are the same 
and given by 
We also have 
F{Tkf*g}(w) =F{f*Tkg}(W) 
= y'2;e-iwkF{f}(w)F{g}(w). 
F{f * Mwog}(w) = y'2;F{f} (w)F{g}(w - wo) 
F{Mwof * g}(w) = y'2;F{f}(w - wo)F{g}(w). 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
Next, let us examine how the FT behaves under correlations. Firstly, we give the definition 
of the correlation of two complex functions. 
Definition 2.3 (Correlation). Suppose that f,g E £1 (JR), the correlation of two complex 
functions is defined by 
(14) 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that f, 9 E L1 (JR). Then the FT of correlation of f and 9 is given by 
(j * g)(w) = y'2;F{l}(-w)F{g}(w). (15) 
Or, equivalently, 
(j * g)(w) = y'2; F{f}( -w)F{g}(w). (16) 
Some useful properties of the correlation theorem for the FT are summarized in the fol-
lowing theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. Let f, 9 E L1(JR), then the FT of Tkf * 9 and f * Tkg is given by 
We also have 
F{TJJ * g}(w) = y'2;eiwkF{f}(w)F{g}(w) 
F{f * Tkg}(W) = v'27rie-iwk F{f}(w)F{g}(w). 
F{f * Mwog}(w) = y'2; F{f}(w - wo)F{g}(w) 
F{Mwof * g}(w) = y'2; F{f}(w)F{g}(w - wo). 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
As the proofs of all theorems mentioned above are straightforward, we omit the proofs. 
3 Linear Canonical Transform 
Linear canonical transform (LCT) is a good tool to analyze signals in the frequency domains. 
It was firstly introduced by Moshinsky and Collins [3, 5]. This section introduces the definition 
of the LCT and some its useful properties. We use the following matrix notation: A = 
(a,b;c,d) = [~ !] E JR2x2 . Denoted by SL(2,JR), the special linear group of degree 2 over 
JR, that is, the set 2 x 2 matrices A = (a, b; c, d) with det (A) = ad - bc = 1. 
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Definition 3.1 (LeT). Let A = (a,bjc,d) E SL(2,JR). The LCT of a signal f E Ll(JR) is 
defined by 
where 
1 "(1)[" 2 (2) +d 2J K (w x) = __ e1 2 b X - b xw b W • 
A, v'21fbi 
(21) 
(22) 
From the definition of the LeT, we can see easily that, when b = 0, the LeT of a signal 
is essentially a chirp multiplication. Therefore, in this paper, we always assume b =1= 0. 
Remark 3.1. It should be remembered that the entries of the matrix pammeter A == (a, b, c, d) 
are real or complex numbers and for simplicity we assume that they are real numbers. 
As a special case, when A = (a,bjc,d) = (0,1; -1,0), the LeT definition (21) reduces to 
the FT definition (2). The inverse transform of the LeT is given by 
f(x) = J ib 100 FA{f}(W) KA-1(w,x) dw. 
21f -00 
(23) 
Or, equivalently, 
f(x) = J i 100 FA{f}(W) ei(D[(bd)w2+(~)xw-(%)x21 dw, 
21fb -00 
(24) 
where A-I = (d, -bj -c, a). It is not difficult to see that the relationship between LeT and 
the FT is given by 
1 id 2 ia 2 (W) FA(W) = LA{f}(W) = Jibe2f,W F{e2f,X f(x)} b . (25) 
Ex~mple 3.1. Let us compute the LeT of the Gaussian function f(x) == e-kx2 with k > 0. 
From the definition of the LCT (21), we easily get 
(26) 
k > 0. (27) 
We immediately obtain 
21fb w 2 
-:---_. -,-e 2b(2kb ia) (2kb - w) 
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27rb i 14w2 w 2 
-:------,..e 2 b e 2b{2kb-io.) 
(2kb - ia) 
,I d 2 _ w 2 
______ el:ii,W e 2b(2kb-io.) 
1 w2 (di{2kb-io.)-{o.d-bC») 
-;==::::;::;::;:::e 2b (2kb-ia) 
va + 2kbi 
1 w2 (2kbdi±ad-ad±bc) 
-;===;::: e 2b (2kb- ia) va + 2kbi 
1 w2 ( c±2kid ) 
= e 2 (2kb-ia) . 
va + 2kbi 
Let us list the important properties of the LeT and give their proofs in detail. We see 
that the results are generalizations of basic properties of the FT. Let us begin with the shift 
property of LeT. 
Theorem 3.1 (Shift property). Let f E Ll(R}. The LeT of a shift by k E R is given by 
LA{Tkf}(W) = LA{f(X - k)}(w) = e- io.~k2 +ickw FA(W - ak). 
Proof. We have from the definition of the LeT (21) 
LA{Tk/}(w) = f(x - k)--,et2 bX -bXW+bW dx. 100 1 '1(0. 2 2 d 2) 
-00 V 2n-m 
By making the change of a variable x - k = m, we easily obtain 
LA{Tkf}(w) = 100 f(m)_1_. eiH%(m+k)2-f(m+k)w+iw21 dm 
-00 V27rb~ 
(28) 
(29) 
= --. f(m)el 2bm e~ 2"m e~ 2b el -2-b- el -2-b- e~ 2bW dm 1 100 '(10. 2) '(120. k) '(lak2) '( 12mw) '( 12kw) '(ld 2) 
V27rbi -00 
= --, f(m)e~ 2bm e~ 2bm e~ -2-b- eZ 2b eZ -2-b- et 21>W dm 1 100 '(10. 2) '(120. k) '( 12mw) '(lak2) '( 12kw) '(ld 2) 
V27rb~ ~oo 
1 100 '1(0. 2 2 ( k )+d 2) '(lak2) '( 12kw) = __ , f(m)et2 bm -bm W- a bW et 21> et -2-b- dm. 
v'27rbi -00 
Therefore, we further get 
LA{Tk/}(W) = ~ 100 f(m)eiH%m2-fm(w-ka)+f(w-ka+ka)2)ei(Hk2)ei(-P~W) dm 
V27rbi -00 
= _1_,100 f( m )ei! (%m2-fm(w-ka)+i(w-ka)2) ei! ~(2(w-ka)ka+(ka)2) 
V27rbi -00 
'( 1 a k2) '( 1 2kw) e~ 2b e~ -2-b- dm 
i!!!(2(w-ka)ka+(ka)2) i(!~k2) i(_!2kw) 
=e2b e2b e 2b 
X _1_,100 f(m)ei! (%m2-fm(w-ka)+i (w-ka)2) dm. 
V27rbi -00 
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Applying the definition of the LeT (21), the above expression can be rewritten in the form 
LA{rkf}(w) = eiH(2(w-ka)ka+(ka)2)ei(Hk2)ei( -~ 2~W) FA(W - ka). (30) 
We notice that 
eiH(2(w-ka)ka+(ka)2)ei(Hk2)ei( _~ 2~W) = eiH (2wka-2(ka)2+(ka)2)ei(H k2)ei( _~ 2~w) 
Since ad - be = 1, we have dba - ! = c. It means that 
i~!!(2(w-ka)ka+(ka)2) i(1~k2) i(_12kw) ikwc _i ak2 c e",b e 2b e 2 b =e e 2 • 
We finally arrive at 
which completes the proof. 
(31) 
(32) 
D 
Theorem 3.2 (Modulation property). Let f E Ll(lR). The LeT of a modulation by Wo E lR 
is given by 
Proof. By Definition 3.1, we have 
LA{Mwof}(w) = etXWo f(x)--.et'2 bX -b XW bW dx 100 . 1, 1 (a 2 2 + d 2) 
-00 V27rbi 
1 100 ,1 (a 2 2 + d 2+2 ) = __ . f(x)et'2 bX -bXW bW WOX dx 
V27rb't -00 ;:::: _1_.100 f(x)eiH%X2-(2x(~-wo))+d~2) dx 
V27rbi -00 
= --. f(x)et '2 bX -bx(w-wob)+bW dx. 1 100 " 1 (a 2 2 d 2) 
V27rbi -00 
The right side of (35) can be rewritten in the following form 
LA{Mwof}(w) = _1_.100 f(x)ei~(%x2_ix(w-wob)+~(w-wob)+wob)2) dx 
V27rb't -00 
= _1_.100 f(x)eiH%x2-%x(w-wob)~(w-wob?-2(w-wob)wob+wgb2») dx 
V27rb't -00 
"( d) d idw~b 
= et W-Wo wo + 2 FA(W - wob) 
. . (2bdw~-bdw~) 
= eUI.Jwode-t 2 FA(W - wob) 
. .bdw~ 
= etwwode-t 2 FA(w - wob), 
which is desired result. 
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Theorem 3.3 (Time-frequency shift). Let f E Ll(lR). Then we get 
LA{MwoTkf}(W) = LA{eiXWO f(x - k)}(w) 
= e-i(ack2+bdw~)/2+i(ck+dwo)w-ibckwo LA{J}(W - ak - bwo). (37) 
Proof. Since b 1= 0, by applying the definition of the LCT (21), we get 
Letting w - wob = m, we get 
Setting x - k = n, the right side of the above expression can be rewritten in the form 
Applying the definition of the LCT (21) yields 
LA{MwoTkf}(w) 
= (eiUH(2mak-(ak)2)ei(!)a:2 e-iGHkm) (ei!(2mwod+dw~b)) LA{J}(m - ak) 
= (eikm(ta_i)e-i!ak2(t'-i)) (ei!(2mwod+dw~b)) LA{J}(m - ak) 
-2515-
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Since m = w - wob, then we have 
LA{MwoTd}(w) 
= e-i(l)ak2ce-i(l)bdw-02 eim(kc+wod) LA{f}(W - wob - ak) 
= e-i(!)ak2 ce-i(l)bdw-02 ei(w-wob)(kc+Wd) LA{f}(w - wob - ak) 
= e-i(!)ak2ce-i(!)bdw-02 eiwkc+iwwod-iwobkc-ibdw5LA{f}(W - wob - ak) 
= e-i(!)ak2 ce-i(!)bdw-02 e-ibdw5ei(ck+tUJo)w-ibckwo LA{f}(W - wob - ak) 
= e-i(ack2+bdw5)/2+i(ck+dwo)w-ibckwo LA{f}(W - wob - ak), 
which completes the proof. 
4 Convolution Theorem for LCT and Properties 
o 
In this section we investigate how the LCT behaves under convolutions. For this purpose, we 
define convolution for the LCT (see[1,2]). 
Definition 4.1. For any two functions f,g E Ll(lR), we define the convolution operator of 
the LeT as 
(f * g)(x) = i: f(t)g(x - t)W(t,x) dt, (38) 
where W(t, x) = eit(t-x)a/b. The LeT of the convolution of two complex functions is given by 
(39) 
Some properties of the convolution for the LeT are collected by the following theorems. 
Theorem 4.1 (Shift Convolution). Let f, 9 E Ll(lR). The LeT of Tkf * 9 and f *Tkg is the 
same and is given by 
LA{Tkf * g}(w) = LA{f * Tkg}(W) 
= ../27rbie -i( ~2) e- ia~k2 +ickw LA{f}(W _ ak)LA{g}(W). (40) 
. Proof. Direct computations show that 
[;£ '(dw2) LA{Tkf * g}(w) _.et 2b 27rb~ [;£100 i(at2) ,(tw) i(dw2) [;£100 i(av2) '(vw) i(dw2) = --. f(t - k)e 2b e-t b e 2b dt --. g(v)e 2b et b e 2b dv. 27rb't -00 27rb't -00 
It implies that 
(41) 
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Or, equivalently, 
LA{TkJ * g}(w) = v'27rbie -i( ~n LA{Tkf}(w)LA{g}(W). (42) 
Since LA{TkJ * g}(w) = e_ia~k2 +ickw LA{f}(W - ak), we have 
LA{TkJ * g}(w) = v'27rbie -i( ~n e_ia~k2 +ickw LA{f}(W - ak)LA{g}(w), (43) 
which proves the theorem. 0 
Theorem 4.2 (Modulation Convolution). For arbitrary f,g E Ll(lR), we have 
LA{Mwof * g}(w) = v'27rbi e-iHCw-wob)2 LA{f}(W - wob)LA{9}(W) , (44) 
LA{f * Mwog}(w) = v'27rbi e-iHCw-wob)2 LA{f}(w)LA{g}(W - wob). (45) 
Proof. For the proof of (44), we have 
(Mwof * g)(w) = i: eiwot f(t)g(x - t)W(t,x) dt. 
Taking the LCT to both sides of (46) we obtain 
LA{Mwof * g}(w) = _1_.jOO 100 eiwot f(t)g(x _ t)W(t,x) dt ei H%x2-fxw+%w2) dx 
v'27rbz .-00 -00 
(46) 
= __ . e'tWot f(t)g(x - t)e-~;;tCx-t)et2 ;;X -liXW+;;W dtdx. 1 100 100 . . a ·1 (a 2 2 d 2) 
v'27rbZ -00 -00 
Making a change of variable x - t = v in above expression, we have 
Multiplying both sides of (47) by eiHCw-wob)2 and applying the definition of the LCT we, 
immediately obtain 
LA{Mwof * g}(w) = v'27rbi e-iHCw-wob)2 LA{f}(W - wob)LA{9}(W) , (48) 
which completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 4.3 (Time-frequency shift convolution). Suppose that f, 9 E Ll(lR). The LeT of 
Mwo Tkf * 9 and Mwo f * Tkg is given by 
LA{MwoTkf * g}(w) = v'27rbi e-iHCw-wob)2 e-i~ack2+ickw LA{f}(W - Wo - ak)LA{g}(w), (49) 
LA{f * MwoTkg}(W) = v'27rbi e-iHCw-wob)2 e-i~ack2+ickw LA{f}(w)LA{9}(W - Wo - ak). (50) 
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Proof. We only prove (49), since the other is similar. Applying the LeT definition and LeT 
convolution, we have 
Putting x - t = v, we obtain 
LA{MwoTk! * g}(w) 
= _1_.100 1 00 eiwot f(t _ k)g(v)e-itV%eiH%(v+t)2_t(v+t)w+~w2) dtdv 
v'27rbi -00 -00 
= f(t - k)e~2bt e-~2bt(w-wob) dt--. g(v)e~2bV e-~2bvwe~2bw dv. 100 ,1 a 2 . 1 2 1 100 . 1 a 2 . 1 2 . 1 d 2 
-00 . v'27rbi-00 
Multiplying both sides of the above identity by v'2~bieiH(w-Wob)2, we immediately get 
LA{MwoTkf * gHw) 
= v'27rbi e-iH(w-wob)2 LA{J(t - k)}(w - wob)LA{g}(W) 
r,:;-;-; ·1 d( b)2'1 k 2+' k 
= v 27rbi e-~2b W-Wo e-~2ac ~c wLA{J}(W -wo - ak)LA{g}(w), 
which finishes the proof. 
5 Alternative Formulation of Correlation for LCT 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
o 
In this section we give an alternative form of the correlation of the LeT (compare to [9]). We 
then investigate the relationship between the FT and the correlation of two complex functions. 
Definition 5.1. For any two functions f, 9 E Ll(JR), we define the correlation operator of 
the LCT as 
(fog)(x) = i: J(t)g(t + x)Wcr(t,x) dt, (55) 
where Wcr(t,x) = eit(t+x)a/b. 
Theorem 5.1. For two complex-valued functions f, 9 E Ll(JR), we get the LCT of correlation 
of two functions 
LA{J 0 g}(w) = v'27rbi e -i(~) LA{fo}(-w)LA{g}(w) 
- iv'27rbi e -i(~n LA{fI}( -W)LA{g}(W). 
When A = (a, bj c, d) = (0, 1 j -1, 0) the above expression coincides with the correlation theorem 
of the FT (15), i.e., 
LA{J 0 g}(w) = v'27rbi LA{fO}( -W)LA{g}(W) - iv'27rbi LA{fI}( -W)LA{g}(W). (56) 
Proof., From the definitions of the LeT (21) and the LeT correlation we obtain 
LA{J og}(w) 
= J 1 .100 100 J(t)g(t + x) dteit(t+Xa/b dx 
27rbz -00 -00 
= J 2:bi i: i: (fo(t) - ifI(t))g(t + x) dtei(ax2/2b)e-i(xw/b)ei(dJ.,;2/2b)eit(t+x)a/b dx. 
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Setting x + t = v, we get 
o(dw2 ) MUltiplying both sides of (57) by e~ 2b ,we easily obtain 
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~1°O i(atl2) '("W) i(·dw2) - iLA{!I}( -w) --. g(v)e 2b e-' b e 2b dv. 27rbi -00 (58) 
The definition of the LCT (21) gives 
Or, equivalently, 
LA{f ¢ g}(w) = V27rbi e -i( .t;,,2) LA{fo}( -W)LA{g}(W) 
- iV27rbi e -i( ~n LA{!I}( -W)LA{9}(W). 
This ends the proof of the theorem. o 
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